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Amaizing 2D RPG
add kawaii 2D girls and game will be perfect. This is absolute banger.

We danced hardbass, wore g-strings, killed hundreds of mutants, zombies and weird\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665spiders
and defeated the actual devil.
I never had so much fun for 2 euros in my whole life.

Buy this. Like right now.. very nice slow horror game. the pacing is fairly laid back and slow paced but once it gets going it has a
farily good story and is quite interesting.. Star Trek: Bridge Crew is my favorite VR game ever. It's also one of my favorite
games ever. The mechanics are simple and the singleplayer is lack luster, but the game shines with multiplayer. Being a captain
and commanding your own spaceship feels so rewarding. This game also has cross platform support. PC can play with Play
Station and Vive can play with Oculus. This is the ideal game to bring people together. I've had games where the captain wanted
to be serious and I've had games where everyone was just ♥♥♥♥ing around having fun. Both experiences are fun. Should you
buy a VR headset just for this game? No. But if you have a VR headset I'd defiantly get this game.. It's good!

It is quite good actually. Unlike the other popular rougelikes, you cannot sit idle and farm like crazy in this game. You have an
urgency to get to the end of the level before long or bad things happen to you, which I enjoy. I have not played too much at this
point but from what I have seen, the weapon\/armor sets are exactly the same in every playthrough. This is not a bad thing
however, as the game presents you with a lot of items with drastically different effects. And the ability to change
items\/weapons\/armors at will once you get them, creates an amazing utility that doesn't exist anywhere else.

While I believe the game can be further improved with the addition of randomness to the enemy spawn and other small fine
tunings, the game at this point is fully fleshed out and complete.

As for the price, I think 9 dollars is more than fair for this game. It offers numerous replayability options and probably over 50
hours of gameplay before being any kind of bored. Which better than anything I can say for the most A+ titles.

Buy it, no brainer.. Abandoned!!!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RxPZV6oHFdA

Definitley not much to see here and probably an easy one to avoid.. This review was done pretty much immediately after
release, so things may or may not have changed since.)

I'm simply baffled by this game. I know this game is supposed to be surreal (think Stanley Parable or Kentucky Route Zero), but
the game is extremely confusing and irritating to play. Walkthrough is pretty much needed, as the game doesn't give the player
even an inkling of an idea when it comes to solving certain puzzles.

So you begin the game by going to a party, but your vision fades to white at the door. You wake up in a strange bed with no
recollection of past events, so you set to figure out what's happened. Except you're thrown into a weird dream like world that
defies logic and natural laws. And you get shouted at by a voice in a radio doing a bad Al Pacino impression.

The game looks decent enough. The game runs 60 FPS most of the time, but for some odd reason tanks to 30 and even below
for no apparent reason. This kind of behavior happened in the second room of the game, but when later revisiting the room in
another puzzle, the game ran at 60 FPS again. I have no idea as to why this happens, forced VSync, maybe? There seems to be
only very primitive graphical controls with a handful of predetermined levels of graphical fidelity. There should be more
detailed graphical options for tweaking things like texture quality, anti-aliasing, anisotropic filtering, VSync etc.

The voice acting is susceptible to very annoying changes in audio level. The two types of voices you're going to hear are the
main character and a mysterious voice on the radio. The main character seems to be clearly audible most of the time, but
sometimes inaudibly mumbles something for no apparent reason. While this mumbling is annoying, the radio voice is even
worse. Sometimes when the radio was far away, I couldn't make sense through the low audio level, distortion and unclear voice
acting, whereas scenes where the radio was closer caused some clipping. In my case it got to the point of hurting my ears at
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certain points, especially when the radio voice was practically in my ear. The lack of captions didn't make understanding
dialogue any easier.

Controlling the character is easy enough in situations that don't require precise platforming. Unfortunately, there is some precise
platforming involved in at least one section. The dimensions of how far or high the main character can jump are not really clear,
and I fell to my death multiple times by either bumping my head on something or just falling short. The level layout is also very
confusing, and many times I had to simply make a leap of faith to see if I could make a jump - and many times that failed.
There seem to be also some invisible walls, which at least in one scenario made me think I hit a bug. The way the camera
behaves can also be kind of dizzying and sickess inducing at times. Especially crouching while moving can cause some tilting (I
guess roll is the correct term) that is exaggerated and very unnatural.

The worst thing about Only If is the lack of direction. As of writing this review, I've been to seven or so sections. The game
gives very little to no hints at all as to what you're supposed to do. Actually, I'd go even further and say that the game even
misleads you. It's difficult in a review to point out these sorts of things without spoilers, and I'd like to keep this spoiler free. I'm
only going to say that the game wants the player to name a thing at one point. The game primes you by displaying some scenery
associated to one thing, but then expects a completely different answer. Also, there's a button mashing sequence that, as far as I
can tell, leads only to the main characters death and a level restart.

Creating an experience that is not frustratingly obscure to the player is something I expect from any game, surreal or not. The
worst challenges in this game are not just stopping and thinking about all the mechanics of a puzzle, or trial and error, or even
memorizing. The challenge at its worst is truly in the realm of "guess the developer logic" type of "puzzling". I simply cannot
recommend this game in it's current form.
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A fun tug of war game where you pick weaponry and amount of segments desired for your battlepillars and send them across
the screen to engage the enemy who is doing the same. Various weapons are better in some situations that others, so you have to
pick with care and react to what the enemy is doing, as well as determine if you want to armour up or hope to blast the enemy
before you take too many casualties.

There is certain a lot to experiment with, as the various weapons systems are very distinct with different damage levels, ranges,
side effects, as well as some other segments to add armour, slow the enemy, or apply a damage over time effect, etc. You also
have to factor in length - the longer battlepillars have more health and survivability as well as firepower (normally), but move
slower across the screen - so if you want to use heavy armored battlepillars with lots of segments to defend "glass cannon" units
that do the damage you will need to plan ahead to ensure they get there before the previous one dies.

The single player campaign is pretty good, there is a reasonable amount of variation even apart from the boss fights which mix
things up further, and of course you unlock new weapons and upgrades as you go along. Multiplayer is presumably pretty dead
unless you have some friends to play with that probably isn't going to be a reason to get it at this point. Overall though, it is an
easy recommend even for just the single player portion.. I highly recommend this game for many reasons.

1. It's adorable! There's a scientist cat, custom cats based off of the devs' cats (I assume?), and whenever you beat a level you
have some cats singing along! There are so many little things that are adorable. You should pay attention to the cats' screens.

2. The art style is beautiful. It's really colorful and eye pleasing. Each color used has a purpose in the game, wether it indicate
difficulty or choice.

3. The puzzles are really enjoyable. I've had more than 5 experiences where I've thought a puzzle was downright impossible for
a long time. Yet, I was able to figure it out after playing around with it a bunch. As time goes on you start to learn a few tricks to
solving puzzles, yet there is little to no change to the gameplay itself. This is how to do a puzzle game.

I think the only thing that I would have to say against it is sometimes the puzzles are a little too hard. There have been a few
cases where I've wanted to throw something.. Played on the PSP back in the day. This is an amazing action RPG. There's
nothing else out there quite like the Ys series. This one's a little different, with the party mechanic, but it still stays very much
true to the series.

Not for the faint of heart. While not up to Dark Souls levels of difficulty, most of the bosses put up a good fight. Level does
make a big difference. If a boss seems impossible to deal with, go back and grind out a couple more levels. The bosses have a
huge amount of health, so any extra damage you can deal pays big dividends.

Yes, this is a PSP port, so it's not the prettiest game out there. The models and textures are pretty simple. It still has a certain
charm to it though. The improved resolution over the PSP version is a big plus.

Strong buy recommendation. With XSEED doing their own ports, here's hoping for Memories of Celceta next, and then the two
Crossbell Kiseki games!. Generally one of the best VR games but the lack of save points made me stop to play this game. Until
the implementation of these save points I wouldnt recommend.. Does a really good job, especially for scaling 2D titles.
I never found an option for scaling in my monitor ui or driver software to use pixel doubling. When scaling 1280x720 to
2560x1440 (native) the result was blurry (e.g. C&C Tiberian Sun).

With Lossless Scaling it gets perfectly sharp.. I recommend it but i Liked the old hurtworld So much better It just had a feeling
to it but i think that this version has a great potential. I want this game to be good, but it just isn't. It's very difficult to tell what
cards do based on their description, the balance is really weird (where one "tribe" of cards will have absurd hard counters like
"kill all dwarves every turn" when you start with dwarves). It is difficult, and there are no mtx, so it has that going for it. But the
interface\/balance\/design really hold the game back.
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